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Abstract—Graphs are used for representing and understanding objects and their relationships for numerous applications such as
social networks, semantic webs, and biological networks. Integrity assurance of data and query results for graph databases is an
essential security requirement. In this paper, we propose two efficient integrity verification schemes – HMACs for graphs (gHMAC) for
two-party data sharing, and redactable HMACs for graphs (rgHMAC) for third-party data sharing, such as a cloud-based graph
database service. We compute one HMAC value for both the schemes and two other verification objects for rgHMAC scheme that are
shared with the verifier. We show that the proposed schemes are provably secure with respect to integrity attacks on the structure
and/or content of graphs and query results. The proposed schemes have linear complexity in terms of the number of vertices and
edges in the graphs, which is shown to be optimal. Our experimental results corroborate that the proposed HMAC-based schemes for
graphs are highly efficient as compared to the digital signature-based schemes – computation of HMAC tags is about 10 times faster
than the computation of digital signatures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

GRAPHS are used for representing and understanding
objects and their relationships for numerous applica-

tions. Recent years have seen the emergence of many large
graph datasets. The most well known example is the Web,
which now contains more than 50 billion Web pages and
more than one trillion unique URLs [1]. Other leading exam-
ples include social networks, biological networks, semantic
Web, XML documents, and financial databases [2]–[5].

Due to the high cost of hosting large volumes of data
and performing data-intensive computations, the owners of
graph databases often outsource their data to a third-party
service provider [4], [6] that offers data services on behalf
of the data owners [7]. Data outsourcing, however, can pose
serious data security challenges. The biggest challenge is
to ensure integrity of the data in the presence of untrusted
service providers [4], [7]–[9]. In an enterprise with privately
owned data service (i.e., two-party data model), insider
threat [10] poses an equally significant security risk to the
integrity of data. In either of the scenarios, any tampering
with stored data or query results presented to a user can be
perceived by the user as a violation of the integrity, which is
a Quality of Service (QoS) [11] requirement. However, veri-
fying the integrity of graph data poses a significant security
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challenge [4], [8], [12]. Without data integrity mechanisms,
decision makers can be impaired as they cannot trust the in-
formation they are dealing with. In case of data publishing,
integrity protection mechanisms provide an added layer of
security against data tampering attacks. Generally, integrity
verification of graph data is triggered when data is updated
or in response to a user-issued query.

Motivating Examples: Outsourcing offers performance-
oriented and scalable data services [6], [7]. It is an emerging
cost saving strategy used by various enterprises. Cloud
Computing paradigm is a leading example of outsourcing
infrastructure for maintaining and providing data-centric
services. Examples include: Amazon EC2, Amazon AWS,
Google Cloud Service, and “Database-as-a-Service” [6], [13],
[14]. Several of these data centers are designed to support
network/graph datasets. Prominent examples are chemical
compound databases [15] and drug databases [16]. Usually the
structure of chemical compounds and drugs is stored in
the form of graphical databases. These data centers are
designed to allow sharing among many stakeholders who
can pose a wide range of queries. For example, pattern
match queries are used to identify the structure of matching
compounds (graphs) by using the popular virtual screening
method [16] to determine matching structure/substructure
with the input query, thus showing a chemical reaction.
Despite the performance-oriented advantage of Cloud Com-
puting infrastructure, the deployment of this infrastructure
faces several security challenges; among them, the leading
challenge is data security and integrity [4], [7], [8], [17].

Another notable example is on-line published network
data [3]. In social networks, users are connected through
various types of relations. They may form communities
based on some common interests. Data experts can run vari-
ous types of queries on such data to mine useful knowledge
and information. For example, neighborhood queries can help
determine the community structure; reachability queries can
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Fig. 1: (a) DAG, (b) Graph with cycle: v2 → v3 → v5 → v4 → v2, and (c) DAG with multiple sources {v1, v7}.

be used to determine graph connectedness and distance
among nodes; and pattern match queries are used to iden-
tify interesting patterns within the network. Maintaining
integrity of data is essential for provisioning of accurate
query results.

For graph data, digital signatures, redactable digital
signatures, and sanitizable digital signatures have been pro-
posed for integrity verification [18]–[21]. Such schemes have
high complexity as they use computationally expensive
modular exponentiation, which is a dominant cost factor in
signing, redaction, and verification stages. In addition, they
employ the notion of secure names [18] for nodes to verify the
order between the sibling nodes during the integrity com-
putation process. MAC-based schemes (e.g., MACs, Hash-
MACs, and HMACs) have been a fundamental functionality
for many recent developments in cryptography [22]. These
codes are used for establishing an SSL/TLS connection and
for ensuring the integrity of shared data among multiple
untrusted parties [23], [24]. Freeman and Miller [25] have
shown that HMACs are 15-20 times faster than RSA digital
signatures. MAC for trees, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), and
cyclic graphs have not been well-studied in the literature.

In this paper, we propose a methodology based on
HMACs for graph data in order to verify the integrity of graph
data and query results. However, using HMACs for graphs
raises unique challenges as detailed in Section 2.5. Firstly,
for standard MAC-based schemes, a bit-string m is either
shared completely or not shared at all with the user. By
contrast, in a graph representation of data, a graph maybe
shared in whole, or in parts as in subgraphs in response
to a user query result. Therefore, the unit of sharing of
graphs makes verification of integrity of the shared parts
of the graph(s) a non-trivial and hard problem. Secondly,
the number of ways a given graph, say G, can be traversed
and hashed has combinatorial complexity as compared to
m. While HMACs for bit-strings rely upon the sequential
ordering of bits, for a graph, such an ordering is hard to
define. For cyclic graphs, such a topological ordering does
not even exist [26]. Incorporating the structural semantics to
computation and verification of HMACs poses challenges
that are not addressed by HMACs for bit-strings. In sum-
mary, the paper makes the following contributions:

• We present two security notions – HMACs for graphs
for two-party data sharing, and redactable HMACs

for graphs for third-party data sharing. The pro-
posed schemes can support “fail-stop” and “fail-
warn” integrity assurance (Section 2.5) mechanisms,
which can result in substantial saving in the cost
incurred for integrity verification and data re-transfer
of compromised graphs.

• We provide formal definitions and constructions of
HMACs and redactable HMACs for graphs.

• We show that the proposed schemes are provably se-
cure (Section 5) and protect the graphs and redacted
graphs (i.e., query results) from data integrity attacks
in terms of its structure as well as data attributes.

• Experimental results on real-world graph datasets
demonstrate that HMACs and redactable HMACs
for graphs are highly efficient than previously pro-
posed digital signature-based schemes for graphs.

• The computational complexity of the proposed
schemes is linear in the number of vertices and edges
in the graph. We compute a single HMAC value and
two other verification objects VO for redaction as part
of the query results that are shared with the user to
verify the correctness of query results. Therefore, our
scheme is efficient both in processing time and in the
transmission of result sets R and VO to the user.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
background and desiderata of HMACs for graphs. Section 3
and 4 introduce the schemes HMAC for graphs (gHMAC) and
redactable HMAC for graphs (rgHMAC), give their formal
definitions, and describe the constructions. Section 5 gives
the security analysis of the schemes. The performance anal-
ysis is presented in Section 6. Section 7 overviews the related
work and Section 8 contains concluding remarks.

2 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

This section describes the data model and query model for
graph databases, and desiderata for MACs for graphs.

2.1 Data model for graphs

We consider graph datasets that are modeled as a directed
graph G(V,E), where V is a set of nodes (or vertices) and
E is a set of edges between these nodes; e(x, y) ∈ E is an
edge from x to y, (x, y) ∈ V × V . Each vertex has a unique
id value and contains data values from a set of attributes
D. For simplicity, we assume only single data value for
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nodes and no attribute value for edges. However, our model
can easily accommodate nodes and edges with multiple
attribute values. Undirected graphs can be represented as
directed graphs. Therefore, in what follows we consider
only the case of directed graphs and we will use the term
graph with the meaning of directed graph. The set of out-
neighbors and in-neighbors of a vertex, say u, is given as
NO(u) = {v|(u, v) ∈ E} and NI(u) = {v|(v, u) ∈ E},
respectively. Let G(V,E) and Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) be two graphs.
We say that Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) is a redacted subgraph of G(V,E) if
Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) ⊆ G(V,E). Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) ⊆ G(V,E) if and only
if Vδ ⊆ V and Eδ ⊆ E. A redacted subgraph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ)
is derived from the graph G(V,E) by redacting the set of
nodes Vδ = V \V ′ and the set of edges Eδ = E \E′ from G,
where G′(V ′, E′) ⊆ G(V,E) is not the part of query result
R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ).

2.2 Graph data publishing and query model

In this paper, we consider two data publishing models:
i) two-party data publishing model (Fig. 2 (a)), and ii) third-
party data publishing model (Fig. 2 (b)).

In the two-party data publishing model, there are only
the client and data owner (DO), which communicate with
each other directly. In other words, the DO has also the
additional responsibility of being a query front-end engine
for processing the queries and generating the results R =
Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) as well. The notion of two-party data sharing is
relevant in a privately owned data service in an enterprise,
where the insider threat [10] can pose a risk to the integrity
of data. The third-party data publishing framework [4], [7]–
[9], on the other hand, comprises the following three parties:

1) Graph data owner (DO): The DO owns a graph
database.

2) Database service provider (SP): The SP stores
the graph database and acts as a query front-
end engine. The SP receives a graph query Q
from the database client, processes it on behalf
of the DO, and returns the graph query answer

R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) to the client. Since SP may not be
trusted, it is required to return not only the graph
query result, but also verification object VO and the
DO’s tag to the client.

3) Database client: We assume that the client has access
to shared secret-key (k, r) over a trusted secure
channel. The client verifies the soundness (all the
query result graphs are answers and they are not
tempered) and completeness (there is no graph that
is not in the query result but is an answer) of the
query results.

In the third-party data model, the SP is trusted to ”redact”
the graph G to Gδ such that Vδ ⊆ V , and Eδ ⊆ E. The
vertices and edges that are not included in the query result
R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) are the ones that are redacted from G
to result in Gδ as part of the query processing. The SP
is authorized to delete certain vertices and edges from G
resulting in Gδ , which is then sent to the client as the query
result R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ). The SP is not authorized to carry
out any other operation(s) on the graph that modifies its
structure or content in any manner.

Graph Query Model: We assume a graph query Q =
(VQ, EQ), where VQ and EQ are the set of query vertices
and edges. Given an input graph G = (V,E) and a query
Q the result is a 3-tuple: R = {ψ,Gδ,VO}, where ψ repre-
sents an additional non-graphical result. ψ is a scalar value
returning some graph-related parameter. Gδ = (Vδ, Eδ) is
the redacted graph returned as part of query result, and VO
is the set of verification objects as discussed in Example 3.

• Neighbor query N (u): A neighbor query is defined as
Q = (VQ, EQ), where VQ = u ∈ V and EQ = φ.
Given a vertex, say u, the neighbor query N (u)
returns the following output: R = {a, (NO(u) ∪
NI(u), φ),VO}, where ψ = a = −∞ ∈ N, and Gδ

represents the neighbor set given as: Vδ = NO(u) ∪
NI(u) and Eδ = φ.

• Degree query deg(u): A degree query is defined as
Q = (VQ, EQ), where VQ = u ∈ V and EQ = φ.
Given vertex, say u, the degree query deg(u) re-
turns the following output result: R = {a, (NO(u) ∪
NI(u), φ),VO}, where ψ = a = |NO(u)|+ |NI(u)| ∈
N, Vδ = NO(u) ∪ NI(u), and EQ = φ. Note: Gδ is
returned in order so it can be subsequently used for
query verification purpose along with VO.

• Distance query distG(u, v): A distance query is de-
fined as Q = (VQ, EQ), where VQ = {u, v} ∈ V and
E = φ. For a given source and destination pair (u, v),
the distance query distG(u, v) returns the following
output result: R = {a, (Vδ, Eδ),VO}, where ψ =
a = min{dist(u, v)} ∈ N. The path associated with
this shortest distance is also returned as Vδ = {u =
v1, . . . , vn = v} and Eδ = {(v1, v2), . . . , (vn−1, vn)}.
Note that |Vδ| = |Eδ| + 1. Gδ is returned in order
so it can be subsequently used for query verification
purpose along with VO.

• Pattern match query (PMQ): The graph query of
our proposed model can be used to represent sub-
graph matching queries [8]. The goal of subgraph
matching query Q is to find all subgraphs g =
(Vg, Eg) ⊂ G such that there exists a bi-jection
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f : VQ → Vg that satisfies ∀v ∈ VQ, labelQ(v) =
labelG(f(v)) and ∀e ∈ EQ, (f(u), f(v)) ∈ Eg ,
where labelG(f(v)) represents the label of the ver-
tex f(v) ∈ G. The output of the query is given as:
R = {a, {g1, . . . , gk},VO}, where ψ = a = −∞ ∈ N

and Gδ = {g1, . . . , gk}. In other words, Gδ represents
the set of k matched subgraphs ∀ki=1gi ⊂ G, where
k represents the maximum number of matched sub-
graphs.

2.3 Threat model

In this paper, we consider the following two types of attacks
on graph datasets: 1) structural-tampering attacks, where the
structural properties of a graph – such as edges, paths,
vertex neighborhoods, etc., are tampered with in an unau-
thorized manner, and 2) content-tampering attacks, where
content(s) of vertices and/or edges are tampered with in
an unauthorized manner.

For the data models used in this paper (Section 2.2),
the authorized DO is trusted for generating the secret-key,
computing the integrity tokens such as graph HMAC, and
for sharing the secret-key with the client over a secure-
trusted channel. Therefore, we assume that the two-party
data model (Fig. 2(a)) is trusted – i.e., both the DO and
the client are authorized to compute the graph HMAC.
However, for a third-party data model (Fig. 2(b)), such as
a cloud SP , we assume a semi-trusted model; an assumption
which is practical and widely used. In this model, the SP
can only compute the query results, but cannot be trusted
with the computation of the graph HMAC or having access
to the secret-key used in the computation of graph HMAC.

2.4 Message authentication codes (MAC)

A MAC is a cryptographic checksum on data that takes
as input a message m and a secret-key k and produces an
output called authentication tag t = H(k,m).

The Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algo-
rithm is a shared-key security algorithm that uses a cryp-
tographic hash function as an underlying function and is
used to verify data integrity and data-origin authentica-
tion. HMAC can be used with any iterative cryptographic
hash function (e.g., MD5, SHA-1, etc.) in combination
with a shared secret-key. HMAC has been implemented in
widely used security protocols including SSL, TLS, SSH, and
IPsec [23]. It is also used as a PRF1 for key-derivation, as
in TLS [24] and IKE (the Internet Key Exchange protocol
of IPsec) [27]. HMAC is also used as a PRF in a standard
for one-time passwords [28]. This is the basis for Google
authenticator2. The main operation of HMAC is

HMACk(m) = H((k ⊕ opad)||H((k ⊕ ipad)||m)), (1)

where opad (outer padding) is a constant byte 0x36, ipad
(inner padding) is a constant byte 0x5c, and ⊕ is bitwise
eXclusive-OR (X-OR) operator [22].

1. A PRF is an efficient deterministic function and takes two inputs
k and m. Its output is computationally indistinguishable from a truly
random output.

2. https://github.com/google/google-authenticator

2.4.1 Attacks

The most common attack on MACs is a forgery attack, in
which an adversary A can produce a valid (m, t) pair
without knowing the secret-key k. For MACs that are based
on iterative hash functions and use a compression function
f : {0, 1}n+m → {0, 1}n, there is a birthday-type forgery
attack [29] that requires about O(2n/2) MAC queries to its
generation oracle, where n is the length of authentication
tag.

2.4.2 Security

The cryptographic strength of HMAC depends on the prop-
erties of the underlying hash function [30]. As we have
mentioned, the most common attack against HMACs is
brute force to uncover the secret-key. Secure MAC function
requires to have unforgeability, that is, without knowing the
secret-key k, it should be hard for an adversary A to find a
pair (m, t) such that t = MACk(m), even if A has access
to some other valid (m, t) pair. However, for a secure hash
function, MACk(m) = H(k||m) does not guarantee that
the MAC function is unforgeable. Since H is computed
using the Merkle–Dagmard construction, the graph MAC
designed in this way is insecure, because for a given valid
pair (m, t), it is quite easy to create a pair (m′, t′), which is
still valid. HMACk(m) = H((k⊕opad)||H((k⊕ipad)||m))
avoids the above problem using two layers of hashing [22].

2.5 Desiderata of MACs for graphs

Computing HMAC of a graph, in contrast to computing
HMAC of a monolithic message m (bit-string), poses several
challenges:

• A message m is a sequential set of strings, while
a graph-structured data object comprises of vertices
and edges with structural semantics represented by
the graph structure and the contents of the ver-
tices/edges represented by bit-strings. HMAC for
m do not take the structural aspects of graph into
account, and thus, cannot be used as they are for
graphs.

• The unit of sharing for m is atomic – either the
complete m is shared or it is not shared at all. By
contrast, in a graph representation of data, a graph
maybe shared in whole, or in parts as in subgraph(s).
Therefore, HMACs for m cannot be used as they are
for graph structures.

• Hashing for m is well defined. In contrast to bit-
strings, the number of ways a given graph, say G,
can be traversed and hashed has combinatorial com-
plexity. While HMACs for m rely upon the sequential
ordering of bits, for a graph, such an ordering is
hard to define, or for cyclic graphs, such a topo-
logical ordering does not even exist [26]. How to
compute a hash value of a graph uniquely is not
yet standardized. This is our main contribution that
our algorithms propose a deterministic method for
computing a unified graph HMAC value.

Example 1. Consider a directed graph as shown in Fig. 1(c),
which consists of two subgraph(s) with source vertices
SourceList = {v1, v7}.
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• Starting with source vertex v1, the following two
graph traversal orders are possible: v1 → v2 →
v3 → v4 → v5 → v6 and v1 → v2 → v4 → v3 →
v5 → v6. For parent vertex v2, there are two
structural-position orders for sibling nodes {v3, v4}.

• Another aspect is the order of source vertices {v1, v7} or
{v7, v1}, visited during the graph traversal, that may
result in different HMAC values being computed for
the same graph. Thus, there are a total of 4 different
traversal orders possible for graph in Fig. 1(c).

Fail-stop HMACs: Integrity assurance of graphs opens up
new challenges that are not faced for the integrity assurance
of monolithic messages – bit-strings. One of these challenges
is fail-stop integrity verification. Since graphs have vertices
and edges, the integrity verification process needs to be
terminated as soon as integrity of a vertex or an edge is
found to be compromised, thus saving computational cost
(such as cost of query processing in a cloud) and time. Such
saving can be substantial for large graph datasets. We can
develop HMACs that are fail-stop. Fail-stop HMACs should
stop as soon as they determine a compromise of vertices
and/or edges.

Fail-warn HMACs: Another variant of this type of in-
tegrity assurance is fail-warn integrity verification. The in-
tegrity verification proceeds even after finding a compro-
mised vertex or edge, and outputs a set of all such vertices
and edges that are corrupted. The verifier/client may then
request the data provider only those vertices and edges that
are compromised instead of requesting the complete data
again. That shall result in more efficient and cost-effective
database services, network usage and QoS.

Redactable HMACs: Given a graph, generally part(s) of
the graph are sent to a client as part of a query result.
Therefore, it may be necessary for the verifier to be able
to verify the integrity of such subgraph(s) using HMAC
without the need to have access to the complete graph
itself. It is a challenging problem especially for HMACs
because, unlike in digital signatures, the key is symmetric,
and thus no part of the key can be shared with the SP ,
such as a cloud service. An HMAC-based scheme should
be redactable in the sense that a verifier can verify the
integrity of the redacted graphs, i.e., the subgraphs, with
few integrity verification objects VO from the SP . In other
words, the SP does not have access to the secret-key.

3 HMACS FOR GRAPHS (GHMAC)

3.1 Formal definition

In this section, we provide the formal definition of hash
message authentication code for graphs (gHMAC).

Definition 1 (HMAC for Graph (gHMAC)). Given a graph
G(V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E, let gΠ
be a gHMAC for graph G, and let ΠH = (GenH, H)
be a hash function with output length �. The scheme
gΠ consists of three polynomial-time algorithms gΠ ≡
(gGen, gHmac, gVrfy) and is defined as follows:

1) gGen: On input 1n, the algorithm chooses a uniform
k ∈ {0, 1}n and runs GenH(1n) to obtain a random
r to generate the key (k, r).

2) gHmac: The algorithm takes as input a graph
G(V,E) and a key (k, r) and outputs a graph tag
tG value and a source list SourceList of vertices.
The SourceList is the list of source vertices for
traversing different components of the graph, in
case the components are disconnected. We write this
as

(tG, SourceList) ← gHmac(k,r)(G(V,E)).

3) gVrfy: The algorithm takes as input a graph
G(V,E), a tag tG, a key (k, r), and a SourceList.
The algorithm outputs a bit b, with b = 1 meaning
valid, and b = 0 meaning invalid. We write this
as

b ← gVrfy(k,r)(tG, G(V,E), SourceList).

3.2 HMAC scheme for graphs

3.2.1 Overview of our scheme

HMAC scheme, gHMAC, takes a graph G(V,E) and a shared
secret-key (k, r) as its input. The key (k, r) has two parts
– k which is the secret-key used in HMACs and r which
is a random bit-string (≥ 128 bits). The gHMAC algorithm
outputs an HMAC value referred to as tag tG for the graph
G(V,E) and a list of source nodes SourceList generated
during the graph traversal. The scheme traverses the graph
in DFS order and computes the graph hash ghash value
after visiting each node. During the traversal, it computes an
integrity identifier, referred to as xor-out(u), for each node
u ∈ G. The identifier is used to carry out “local integrity
assurance” for that node. Also during the graph traversal a
list u.outList() is maintained to track the order in which
siblings of a node, say u, are visited. The scheme is highly
efficient, as it performs a single graph traversal to compute
tag tG for graph G.

3.2.2 Detailed description

The Algorithm 1 (gHMAC) initially marks all the vertices of G
as unvisited and then employs a DFS traversal to recursively
visit all the unvisited vertices of the graph. While visiting a
particular vertex, say u, during a DFS traversal, the algo-
rithm computes out-xor(u) value, which is XOR (⊕) of the
label hash values labelHash of all the descendant nodes of
vertex u, and recursively calls the DFS algorithm. Once a
node is finally visited, the algorithm computes the ghash
value by taking a hash of the concatenation of the the pre-
vious ghash value, a random value r, and the vertex hash
value hashVal. After the graph traversal is complete, the
algorithm computes the HMAC value for G (Line 12) using
the ghash value as input, where opad and ipad are parts
of HMAC computation, as explained in Section 2.4. The
graph verification scheme Algorithm 2 (gVrfy) computes a
new tag t′G value on user’s behalf and compares it with the
received tag tG value for integrity verification. The graph
verification algorithm gVrfy takes a graph G(V,E), a tag
tG value for G, as well as a shared secret-key (k, r), as input.
The algorithm outputs a boolean 1, if verification passes, or
0, otherwise. Algorithm 2 is almost identical to Algorithm 1,
except that it computes a new tag t′G value and compares
it against the received tag tG value for verification purpose.
The following example illustrates how gHMAC works.
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Algorithm 1: gHMAC (Compute graph HMAC for two-
party data publishing model.)

Input: G(V,E), (k, r)
Output: tG, SourceList

1 ghash = NULL.
2 SourceList = NULL.
3 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
4 u.color = WHITE.
5 u.outList = EMPTY.
6 u.labelHash = NULL.
7 u.hashVal = NULL.

8 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
9 if u.color == WHITE then

10 SourceList.add(u).
11 ghash = DFS-VISIT(G, u) .

12 tG ← H((k ⊕ opad)||H((k ⊕ ipad)||r||ghash)).
13 return (tG, SourceList).
14 DFS-VISIT(G, u)
15 begin
16 u.color = GRAY.
17 out-xor(u) = u.labelHash = H(u.label).
18 foreach v ∈ descendants(u) do
19 u.outList().add(v).
20 if v.labelHash == NULL then
21 v.labelHash = H(v.label).

22 out-xor(u) = out-xor(u)⊕ v.labelHash.
23 if v.color == WHITE then
24 DFS-VISIT(G, v).

25 u.color = BLACK.
26 u.hashVal = H(r||out-xor(u)||u.label||u.content).
27 ghash = H(ghash||r||u.hashVal).
28 return ghash.
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out-xor(2) = H(c) xor H(d)
2.outList() = {3, 4}

out-xor(5) = H(f)
5.outList() = {6}

(b)

Fig. 3: A DAG with source node id = 1, (b) Computation of
out-xor(u), and u.outList() of vertices.

Example 2 (Graph HMAC computation). Consider the graph
G in Fig. 3(a), which represents a DAG. Each vertex con-
tains a label, which is an alphabet and the SourceList =
{v1}. The hashVal computation for a vertex, say u,
requires first computing the integrity verifier out-xor(u)
for that vertex. For example, consider Fig. 3(b) where
vertex v2 has two descendant vertices v3 and v4. The
out-xor(v2) value is computed as H(c) ⊕ H(d), which
is the XOR (⊕) of labelHash values of its descendants,
i.e., vertices v3 and v4. The u.outList() for each vertex u
contains the ordering information among the siblings of
a parent vertex, say u, visited during the traversal. In this
case, v2.outList() = {v3, v4}, which shows that vertex
v3 is visited before the vertex v4. For the above example,
the vertex hash value hashVal and graph hash value
ghash are computed in the following order of vertices:

Algorithm 2: gVrfy (Verify graph integrity using
HMAC tag for two-party data publishing model.)

Input: G(V,E), (k, r), tG, SourceList
Output: Output: 0/1

1 ghash = NULL.
2 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
3 u.color = WHITE.
4 u.outList = EMPTY.
5 u.labelHash = NULL.
6 u.hashVal = NULL.

7 while SourceList �= EMPTY do
8 u = SourceList.getNext().
9 if u.color == WHITE then

10 ghash = DFS-VISIT(G, u).

11 t′G ← H((k ⊕ opad)||H((k ⊕ ipad)||r||ghash)).
12 if tG == t′G then
13 return 1.
14 else
15 return 0.

16 DFS-VISIT(G, u)
17 begin
18 u.color = GRAY.
19 out-xor(u) = u.labelHash = H(u.label).
20 foreach v = u.outList().get() do
21 if v.labelHash == NULL then
22 v.labelHash = H(v.label).

23 out-xor(u) = out-xor(u)⊕ v.labelHash.
24 if v.color == WHITE then
25 DFS-VISIT(G′, v).

26 u.color = BLACK.
27 u.hashVal = H(r||out-xor(u)||u.label||u.content).
28 ghash = H(ghash||r||u.hashVal).
29 return ghash.

v6 → v5 → v4 → v3 → v2 → v1, which is G’s post-order
traversal.

4 REDACTABLE HMACS FOR GRAPHS (RGH-
MAC) AND QUERY PROCESSING

4.1 Formal definition

In this section, we provide a formal definition for hash
message authentication code for a redacted graph Gδ (i.e.,
the query result).

Definition 2 (Redactable HMAC for graph). Given a
graph G(V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E,
a redactable HMAC scheme for graph rgΠ con-
sists of four polynomial-time algorithms rgΠ ≡
(rgGen, rgHmac, gRedact, rgVrfy):

1) rgGen: On input 1n, this algorithm chooses a uni-
form k ∈ {0, 1}n and runs GenH(1n) to obtain a
random r to generate the key is (k, r).

2) rgHmac: The tag-generation algorithm takes a graph
G(V,E) and the key (k, r) as its input, and outputs
a pair (tG, SourceList), where tG is a tag for graph
and SourceList is the list of source vertices for
traversing different components of the graph, in
case the components are disconnected. Since the
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algorithm may be randomized, we write this in-
put/output behavior as

(tG, SourceList) ← rgHmac(k,r)(G(V,E)).

3) gRedact: The redaction algorithm takes a graph
G(V,E), set of nodes V ′

δ ⊆ V , set of edges
E′

δ ⊆ E, source list SourceList of vertices, a
set of vertex hash values VH = {u.hashVal|v ∈
G.V }, and a set of edge hash values EH =
{e(u, v).hashVal|e(u, v) ∈ G.E} as its input. The
algorithm outputs a redacted graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ)

3,
where Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) is derived from G(V,E) consist-
ing of vertices in Vδ = V \ V ′

δ and Eδ = E \ E′
δ ,

a source list of vertices SourceListδ , and two ver-
ification objects: vo-g and vo-out. We represent the
algorithm to generate the required query output as
follow:

(Gδ(Vδ, Eδ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

R

, SourceListδ, vo-g, vo-out
︸ ︷︷ ︸

VO

) ←

gRedact(G(V,E), SourceList, V ′
δ , E

′
δ,HV,HE).

4) rgVrfy: The deterministic verification algorithm
takes as input the query result Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), a tag tGδ

,
a key (k, r), a source list SourceListδ of vertices,
and two verification objects: vo-g and vo-out. The
algorithm outputs a bit b, with b = 1 meaning the
result is valid, and b = 0 meaning the result is
invalid. We write this validation of query result
as

b ← rgVrfy(k,r)(tGδ
, Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), vo-g, vo-out).

4.2 Redactable HMAC scheme for graphs

4.2.1 Overview of our scheme

In this section, we provide the construction for rgHMAC
scheme. The third-party SP follows the redaction model
discussed earlier in Section 2.5. As the third-party does not
have access to the shared secret-key (k, r), the challenge
is to develop a scheme for generating a tag tG value for
redacted graph Gδ . In particular, we generate two different
hash values: e(u, v).hashVal for edges and u.hashVal for
vertices. Expensive operations for computing ghash value
are not desirable. Therefore, the XOR (⊕) operator, which
is both commutative and associative can be utilized in
combination with vertex and edge hash values. The XOR
(⊕) operator is purely used for confidentiality purpose and,
in this case, as part of our scheme, it acts as a mechanism
for integrity preservation.

4.2.2 Detailed description

The proposed HMAC scheme rgHMAC (Algorithm 3) takes
as input a graph G(V,E), a shared secret-key that has two
parts (k, r) – k is the secret-key used in HMACs and r is
a random bit-string (≥ 128 bits). The algorithm outputs
an rgHMAC value referred to as tag tG for G, and a list
of source nodes SourceList generated during the graph

3. Note: As mentioned earlier R = Gδ(Vδ , Eδ) is the result of user
query. The query result also includes the required VO.

Algorithm 3: rgHMAC (Compute graph HMAC for
third-party data publishing model.)

Input: G(V,E), (k, r)
Output: tG, SourceList

1 ghash = r.
2 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
3 u.color = WHITE.
4 u.outList = EMPTY.
5 u.hashVal = NULL.

6 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
7 if u.color == WHITE then
8 SourceList.add(u).
9 ghash = DFS-VISIT(G, u).

10 tG ← H((k ⊕ opad)||H((k ⊕ ipad)||r||ghash)).
11 return (tG, SourceList).
12 DFS-VISIT(G, u)
13 begin
14 u.color = GRAY.
15 out-xor(u) = 1.
16 foreach v ∈ descendants(u) do
17 u.outList().add(v).
18 e(u, v).hashVal = H(r||u.label||v.label).
19 out-xor(u) = out-xor(u)⊕ e(u, v).hashVal.
20 if v.color == WHITE then
21 DFS-VISIT(G, v).

22 u.color = BLACK.
23 u.hashVal = H(r||out-xor(u)||u.label||u.content).
24 ghash = ghash⊕ u.hashVal.
25 return ghash.

traversal. Initially, all the vertices are marked as unvisited.
The algorithm carries out a DFS traversal on the unvisited
vertices to compute the vertex hash values v.hashVal for
all v ∈ V and the edge hash values e(u, v).hashVal for
all e ∈ E. In addition, during traversal, a list u.outList
is maintained to track the order in which the siblings of
a node, say u, are visited. The ghash value is computed
recursively by taking the XOR (⊕) of u.hashVal value with
the previously computed ghash value.

The algorithm gRedact (Algorithm 4) is executed by the
third-party data distributor, which does not have access to
shared secret-key k, which poses a challenge to generate
a ghash value. An approach is to use the ⊕ operator in
combination with the hashVal. Algorithm 4 takes as input
a graph G(V,E), a vertex set V ′

δ , an edge set E′
δ , a set of

vertex hash values VH = {v.hashVal|v ∈ G.V } and a set
of edge hash values EH = {e(u, v).hashVal|e ∈ G.E}.
The algorithm outputs a redacted graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), a list
of source nodes SourceListδ , a verification object vo-g for
graph , and the set of verification objects vo-out. The algo-
rithm carries out a DFS traversal to compute the verification
objects vo-g and vo-out during the graph traversal. During
the graph traversal, for each vertex u ∈ Vδ a verification
object vo-out(u) is computed, which contains the ⊕ of label
hash values of those ancestors of u that are not present in the
set Vδ . Similarly, for those vertices which are in u /∈ Vδ the
algorithm computes the verification object vo-g, by perform-
ing XOR (⊕) operation on the vertex hash value hashVal of
those vertices which are not in the set Vδ . The algorithm
rgVrfy (Algorithm 5) performs the graph verification. It
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Algorithm 4: gRedact (Generate query result R =
Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) and verification object VO for third-party
data publishing model.)

Input: G(V,E), Q(VQ, EQ), SourceList, VH, EH
Output: R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), SourceListδ ,

VO = {vo-g, vo-out}
1 vo-g = NULL.
2 vo-out = EMPTY.
3 SourceListδ = EMPTY.
4 foreach vertex u ∈ G.V do
5 u.color = WHITE.
6 u.outList = EMPTY.
7 u.hashVal = NULL.

8 Compute R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) /* Query processing
result. */

9 while SourceList �= EMPTY do
10 u = SourceList.getNext().
11 if u ∈ Vδ then
12 SourceListδ.add(u).
13 DFS-VISIT(G, u, true).
14 else
15 DFS-VISIT(G, u, false).

16 DFS(G, u, flag)
17 begin
18 if u.color �= WHITE then
19 return.

20 u.color = GREY.
21 if flag == false and u ∈ Vδ then
22 SourceListδ.add(u).
23 flag = true.

24 if u ∈ Vδ then
25 vo-out(u) = 1.
26 foreach v = u.outList.getNext() do
27 if (v ∈ Vδ and e(u, v) ∈ Eδ) then
28 u.outListδ.add(v).
29 else
30 vo-out(u) = vo-out(u)⊕ e(u, v).hashVal.

31 vo-out.add(vo-out(u)). /* Compute VO. */
32 if v.color == WHITE then
33 DFS-VISIT(G, v, flag).

34 else
35 if vo-g == NULL then
36 vo-g = u.hashVal.
37 else
38 vo-g = vo-g ⊕ u.hashVal. /* Compute VO.

*/

39 u.color = BLACK.
40 return (Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), SourceListδ , vo-g, vo-out).

takes as input a graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), a tag tG, a shared secret-
key k, a random number r, a verification object vo-g for
graph G(V,E), and the sets of verification object vo-out. The
algorithm outputs a boolean 1, in case of verification process
success, or 0, otherwise. The main idea of the verification
algorithm rgVrfy is to compute the value for ghashδ for
the redacted graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) first and then an XOR (⊕)
with verification object vo-g value to compute the ghash
value of the complete graph G. The algorithm computes a
new tag t′G using this ghash value and compares it against
tG for integrity verification. The algorithm performs a DFS
traversal on the graph Gδ , which is received as part of the

Algorithm 5: rgVrfy (Verify integrity of query result
R for third-party data publishing model.)

Input: R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), (k, r), SourceListδ ,
VO = {vo-g, vo-out}, tG

Output: Output: 0/1
1 ghash = r.
2 foreach vertex u ∈ Vδ do
3 u.color = WHITE.
4 u.outList = EMPTY.
5 u.hashVal = NULL.

6 while SourceListδ �= EMPTY do
7 u = SourceListδ.getNext().
8 if u.color == WHITE then
9 ghash = ghash⊕DFS(Gδ, u).

10 ghash = ghash⊕ vo-g.
11 t′G ← H((k ⊕ opad)||H((k ⊕ ipad)||r||ghash)).
12 if tG == t′G then
13 return 1.
14 else
15 return 0.

16 DFS(G, u)
17 begin
18 u.color = GREY.
19 out-xor(u) = vo-out(u).
20 foreach v = u.outListδ.getNext() do
21 e(u, v).hashVal = H(r||u.label||v.label).
22 out-xor(u) = out-xor(u)⊕ e(u, v).hashVal.
23 if v.color == WHITE then
24 DFS-VISIT(G, v).

25 u.color = BLACK.
26 u.hashVal = H(r||out-xor(u)||u.label||u.content).
27 ghash = ghash⊕ u.hashVal.
28 return ghash.

query result, and computes the integrity verifier out-xor(u)
for each vertex v ∈ Vδ . Notice out-xor(u) is initialized with
vo-out(v), which contains ⊕ of label hash labelHash values
of those descendant vertices of u, which are not present in
Vδ . The following example illustrates how rgHMAC works.
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vo-out(4) = NIL

vo-out(5) = 
e(v5, v6).hashVal

6
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Fig. 4: (a) A DAG where the shadowed part with dotted
boundary is the subgraph Gδ that the user receives as part
of query result. (b) Verification object set vo-out computation
for vertices in Vδ .

Example 3 (Generation of VO for query result R =
Gδ(Vδ, Eδ)). Consider the graph in Fig. 4(a), which is a
DAG. Each vertex is labeled with an alphabet. Suppose
the shaded part of the graph with dotted boundary is the
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subgraph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), which the user receives as part of
the query result R. The algorithm gRedact determines
the sets Vδ = {v4, v5} and V \Vδ = {v1, v2, v3, v6} as part
of the query processing step. The user receives the graph
Gδ and two sets of verification objects, which are vo-g,
and vo-out, as part of query result. For all the vertices
that are not part of the query result R (i.e., v /∈ Vδ), the
verification object vo-g computes XOR (⊕) of the vertex
hash values hashVal in a post-order fashion, vo-g =
v6.hashVal ⊕ v3.hashVal ⊕ v2.hashVal ⊕ v1.hashVal.
On the other hand, for the set of vertices that are in
Vδ = {v4, v5}, the algorithm computes vo-out(u), which
considers only those descendants of a vertex, say u ∈ Vδ ,
which are not not present in Vδ . For example, from
Fig. 4(b), we can notice that vertex v4 has no descen-
dants outside the set Vδ , while vertex v5 has only one
descendant vertex v6 outside the set Vδ . Therefore, the
verification object vo-out(v4) = NULL as this vertex has
no descendant and vo-out(v6) = e(v5, v6).hashVal.

4.3 Fail-stop and Fail-warn gHMAC and rgHMAC

One of the key advantages of the proposed HMAC-based
schemes is that the HMAC verification process correctly
identifies if a node or edge has been compromised. In
particular, if a node is compromised with respect to its label
or content, the node can be identified by computing the hash
value of the label and content of the node along with the r.
Similarly, if an edge e(x, y) is tampered, the out-xor(x) will
be incorrect, resulting in an incorrect hashVal computed for
x. Furthermore, the end vertices of the edge are considered
to be compromised.

In case of tampering, the following steps can be taken:

• Fail-stop: Stop the verification process as soon as the
first compromise is found.

• Fail-warn: Continue the verification process, how-
ever, warn the system or the user that a compromise
has been detected. The process then maintains a list
of such compromised vertices and edges.

One of the actions of fail-stop or fail-warn system is to
request the DO or SP to send those vertices and edges that
have been compromised to the end user. Such requests can
be in real-time, in batch, or after the completion of at the end
of integrity assurance process. There is no need to request
the complete data unlike in monolithic messages. Therefore,
by avoiding the tampering of data, the proposed HMAC-
based schemes can result in substantial cost saving in terms
of overhead associated with re-sending data.
Example 4 (Fail-stop / Fail-warn scheme). Consider

Fig. 5, where the label of vertex v4 is changed from
‘c’ to ‘x’ and a new edge e(v4, v6) is added. As
explained in Example 3, for the set of vertices in
R = Vδ = {v4, v5} the verification object vo-out(v5) is
computed as e(v5, v6).hashVal; whereas the verification
object vo-out(v4) for the new graph G′ is computed
as e(v4, v6).hashVal value. However, as the value
e(v4, v6).hashVal is not present with SP , it can be
determined that the edge e(v4, v6) has been added
externally and is not a part of the original graph. For the
set of vertices V \ Vδ = {v1, v2, v3, v6} the verification
object vo-g is computed as XOR (⊕) of the vertex
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vo-out(5) = 
e(v5, v6).hashVal

vo-out(4) = 
e(v4, v6).hashVal

v4.hashVal= H(r || out-xor(v4) || v4.label || v4.content)

(a)

Fig. 5: Fail-stop / Fail-warn integrity verification example.

hash values hashVal in post-order fashion, vo-g =
v6.hashVal ⊕ v3.hashVal ⊕ v2.hashVal ⊕ v1.hashVal.
During the vo-g computation vertex v2’s hash
value hashVal is computed as v2.hashVal =
H(r||out-xor(v2)||v2.label||v2.content), where
out-xor(v2) = e(v2, v3).hashVal ⊕ e(v2, v4).hashVal.
e(v2, v4).hashVal will not evaluate to a correct value
as v4 has a tampered label ‘x’ resulting in an incorrect
value for v4.hashVal as determined by SP . Therefore,
SP can continue the execution of algorithm and keep
track of values that have been modified or stop the
execution.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we review the security of HMAC-based
schemes for graphs – gHMAC and rgHMAC. The security of
the these schemes depends on the following factors: (1)
whether the integrity of graph data and query results can be
verified in an unforgeable manner, i.e., whether unauthorized
modifications to graph data and the query results can be
efficiently determined by the verifier, and (2) whether an
unauthorized user can generate the same integrity tag of
one query result for another set of query result(s) and/or
the graph(s).

In order to ensure (1) and (2), the basic building blocks
of the cryptosystem used in our algorithms should be secure.
The hash function H(.) is used as the underlying basic
building block. Random oracle model is implemented as a
hash function. Such a model is defined as follows – given a
unique input, there is only one response from the random
oracle, and such output is one-way in the sense that from the
output, it is hard to determine the input. Moreover, no two
inputs shall result in a collision by the random oracle. For
further details, we refer the reader to a detailed discussion
on hash functions and random oracles [22].

In order to assure that (1) and (2) are satisfied, we need to
define the notion of unauthorized users attempting to break
the integrity mechanism developed here. Such adversaries
are defined as probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary
A. A PPT adversary A carries out attacks by throwing coins
in order to determine the secret keys and/or the integrity
codes [22]. The probability of the adversary A being success-
ful in breaking (1) or (2) is negligible4, i.e., it is exponentially

4. A function ε(k) is negligible in cryptography if for every polyno-
mial p(.), there exists an N such that for all integers k > N it holds that
ε(k) < 1

p(k) ( [22]: Definition 3.4).
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small with respect to the size of the secret key. This proba-
bility is given as: Pr[HMAC algorithm to be broken] ≤ 1

2�
,

where � is the length of secret-key k. Assuming a PPT
adversary A, in the following sub-sections we present two
lemmas regarding the security of our proposed schemes.

5.1 Security of gHMAC

The following lemma pertains to two-party data publishing
model (Fig. 2 (a)) and is about the fact that a PPT adversary
A cannot forge one gHMAC value for multiple graphs/query
results. Thus, the uniqueness of the gHMAC integrity tag is
preserved.
Lemma 1. Let the hash function H(.) be an implementation

of a random oracle, and gh refer to the gHMAC of graph
G(V,E). Under the random oracle model, and under the
assumption of a trusted data model (i.e., two-party data
publishing model), the gHMAC scheme is secure, i.e., a
PPT adversary A cannot compute gh′ as the gHMAC of
G′(V ′, E′) such that gh = gh′.

Proof 1. Refer to Appendix.

5.2 Security of rgHMAC

The following lemma is about the third-party data publisher
(Fig. 2 (b)) such as the SP , and assures that given a third-
party SP , the adversary A cannot forge the redacted HMAC
of the query results.
Lemma 2. Let the hash function H(.) be an implementation

of a random oracle and gh refer to the rgHMAC of a
redacted graph Gδ (i.e., query result). Under the random
oracle model, and under the assumption of semi-trusted
data model (i.e., third-party data publishing model), the
rgHMAC scheme is secure, i.e., a PPT adversary A (under
the assumption adversary A is not the third-party data
publisher that can redact G to Gδ) cannot compute gh′

as the rgHMAC of G′
δ such that gh = gh′.

Proof 2. Refer to Appendix.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In the section, we present the complexity and evaluate the
performance of the proposed schemes.

6.1 Complexity analysis

t
The complexity of the HMAC scheme for graph datasets

(Section 3) is linear with request to the number of nodes
and edges in the input graph dataset for both gHMAC (Algo-
rithm 1) and gVrfy (Algorithm 2). Similarly, for redactable
HMAC scheme for graph datasets (Section 4), the complex-
ity is also linear with request to the number of nodes and
edges in the input graph dataset for rgHMAC (Algorithm 3)
and rgHMAC (Algorithm 4).

Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4 perform a DFS traversal on
the input graph, and at each visit to a vertex, carry out
a constant amount of computation. Thus, their complexity
is O(|V | + |E|), where |V | is the number of vertices, and
|E| is the number of edges for a graph G(V,E). The com-
plexity of query result verification rgVrfy (Algorithm 5) is
O(|Vδ| + |Eδ|). The algorithm performs a DFS traversal on
the redacted graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), and at each visit to a vertex,
it performs a constant amount of computation.

In essence, these schemes are optimal in terms of their
complexity; they are linear in the number of vertices and
edges in the graph they process. It is apparent that a
sub-linear algorithm cannot process the graph in less than
O(|V | + |E|) and carry out integrity assurance of all the
vertices and edges in a graph. Thus, a O(|V |+|E|) is the best
complexity that an integrity assurance scheme for graphs
can achieve.

6.2 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we present a detailed evaluation of results
for the performance evaluation of the proposed schemes.
Section 6.4.1 presents results for gHMAC (Algorithm 1) and
gVrfy (Algorithm 2) assuming a trusted two-party data
model. Section 6.4.2 presents results for rgHMAC (Algorithm
3), gRedact (Algorithm 4) for generation of query result
R and verification object VO, and rgVrfy (Algorithm 5)
assuming a semi-trusted third-party data model. Finally, Sec-
tion 6.4.3 presents a comparison of rgHMACs with digital
signature-based schemes.

6.3 Experimental Setup

Running Platform: We have conducted all our experiments
on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 2.40 GHz machine with
24 Cores and 188G byte RAM. All algorithms have been
implemented using Java 1.7. We used JGraphT-0.9.1 (a free
Java Graph Library)5 API as graph processing library. We
provided JVM with the following parameters: −Xms4G for
min heap size and −Xmx8G for max heap size.

Dataset: We have used real-world datasets available at
Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection6 for our exper-
iments. Table 1 shows the specification of datasets. The
largest graph, com-orkut, has about 3 million vertices and
117 million edges.

Workload Generation: To generate query result, R =
Gδ(Vδ, Eδ), we have used two approaches. In the first
approach, we use generateGraph(...) method of
class RandomGraphGenerator in JGraphT library to
generate subgraph(s) Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) of varying sizes. The
generateGraph(...) method generates an induced sub-
graph given a number of vertices from the input based
graph G. In the second approach, we use Dijkstra’s
shortest-path algorithm to compute the shortest-path value
min{distG(u, v)} of a randomly generated vertex pair
(u, v) and then use the getPaths() method to determine
the subgraph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) - i.e., the set of vertices and edges
in the path: u� v. If v is not reachable from u, we then gen-
erate a new random pair (u, v) and compute the shortest-
path. Similarly, to determine the neighborhood N (u) of a
randomly selected vertex, say u, we determine all of its
adjacent vertices and their corresponding edges that form
the result subgraph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ).

6.3.1 Results for gHMAC

Computation time: Fig. 6 shows the time to compute graph
HMAC tag as a function of number of edges in the input
graph dataset. We observe that the computation time in-
creases as the size of the input graph dataset increases. The
computation time involves determining the “local integrity

5. http://jgrapht.org
6. http://snap.stanford.edu
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TABLE 1: Different graph datasets

Graph |V| |E| Description 90-percentile
effective diameter

email-Enron 265, 214 418, 956 Email communication network from Enron 4.5
web-NotreDame 325, 729 1, 469, 679 Web graph of Notre Dame 9.4

amazon0601 403, 394 3, 387, 388 Amazon product co-purchasing network 7.6
from June 1, 2003

web-Google 875, 713 5, 105, 039 Web graph from Google 8.1
wiki-Talk 2, 394, 385 5, 021, 410 Wikipedia talk (communication) network 4.0
com-orkut 3, 072, 441 117, 185, 083 Orkut online social network 4.8

verifier” xor-out(u) for all the vertices and computing the
ghash value recursively (as a vertex is finally visited during
a graph traversal) by concatenating the vertex hash value
hashVal with the previously computed ghash value.
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Fig. 6: gHMAC: Time to compute graph HMAC tag.

Verification time: Fig. 7 shows the time to verify graph
HMAC tag as a function of number of edges in the in-
put graph dataset. We observe that the verification time
increases as we increase the size of input graph. Similar
to the computation phase, the graph verification algorithm
involves computing the graph HMAC tag t′G. The com-
puted tag value t′G is compared to the input tag value
tG for integrity verification. We observe that the time in
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Fig. 7: gVrfy: Time to verify graph integrity using HMAC
tag.

both the above graphs increases almost linearly, as both
the computation and verification algorithms use the func-
tion DFS-Visit(G, u) to traverse a graph, which has a
linear time complexity of O(|V | + |E|). However, some
spikes in the time curves can be explained as follows: The
JGraphT library’s generateGraph(...) method gener-
ates an induced subgraph given a set of vertices (which are
selected randomly) as input from the original base graph
G. The subgraphs can have a new topology each time the
generateGraph(...) method is called for a given input

size of vertices. The spikes are the result of computations
over subgraphs having more dense neighborhoods, and
thus, requiring more computation for determining “local
integrity verifiers” xor-out(u) for all the vertices and vice
versa. For this reason, we average out our execution time
results over a run of 10 iterations.

6.3.2 Results for rgHMAC

Computation time: In Fig. 8, we report the results for
redacted graph HMAC tag computation time versus the
number of edges in the input graph dataset. We observe that
as we increase the size of the input graph, the computation
time also increases. The algorithm rgHMAC computes the
vertex and edge hash value hashVal for all the vertices and
edges and provides this to the third-party SP . Moreover, the
algorithm computes the “local integrity verifier” out-xor(u)
for all the vertices and recursively computes the ghash
value. The ghash value is computed by taking a XOR
(⊕) of the vertex hash value hashVal with the previously
computed ghash value in post-order.
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Fig. 8: rgHMAC: Time to compute graph HMAC tag.

Redaction time: In Fig. 9, we report the results for graph
redaction versus the size of graph G′. We observe that, as we
increase the graph G′ size, the time to compute the query
result of redacted graph R = Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) decreases. The
reason is that, for a large graph G′ size, the corresponding
redacted graph Gδ = G \ G′ is small. The redaction algo-
rithm computes the vertex and edge hash value hashVal
for all vertices and edges in the query result R = Gδ and
also determines two sets of verification objects: vo-g and
vo-out. The vo-g computation entails performing XOR (⊕)
operation on the hash value hashVal of all the vertices in
the set V \ Vδ . These hash values need not be computed
locally by algorithm gRedact, as they are provided by the
third-party SP as part of input. As the size of graph Gδ

reduces, so does the size of set vo-out. The reason is that a
smaller number of descendant nodes are present in V \ Vδ
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for the parent vertices in the set Vδ . This results in a reduced
query processing time for the algorithm and hence yields
progressively decreasing time-slope values. From Fig. 9, we
notice that the relative difference between time curves for a
given point on x-axis is in the order of largest to smallest
graph dataset size for all x-axis values. The reason is that
for a fixed Gδ size, the corresponding graph G′ = G \ Gδ

is larger for large graphs, thus requiring the algorithm to
perform more computation to determine the sets vo-g and
vo-out.
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Fig. 9: gRedact: Time to compute query result R and
verification object VO.

Verification time: Fig. 10 shows the time performance
results for query result integrity verification as a function
of number of edges in the result graph Gδ . We observe that
the verification time increases linearly as we increase the
size Gδ . The verification time involves computing the hash
value hashVal for all the vertices in Vδ and edges Eδ , which
requires computing the “local integrity verifier” out-xor(u)
and using verification object vo-out during the hash value
computation. The complete ghash value is computed by
taking an XOR (⊕) of vo-g value with the ghash value com-
puted for the redacted graph Gδ . Finally, for verification,
the algorithm compares the computed tag value t′G with the
input tag tG value.
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Fig. 10: rgVrfy: Time to verify the integrity of query result
R.

Results in Figs. 9 and 10 assume subgraph queries that
return redacted graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) of increasing size, and
hence, the size of the corresponding graph G′ = G \ Gδ

decreases. In Figs. 11(a) & 11(b), we present the results
for graph redaction and verification times for shortest-
path and neighborhood queries as executed on the graph
datasets given in Table 1. We generate queries as explained
in workload generation and present the average results for
10 such queries. Table 1 shows the 90-percentile effective
diameter for different graph datasets. For the five graph
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Fig. 11: Graph redaction and verification times for the
shortest-path and neighborhood queries.

datasets in Fig. 11 the average shortest-path length for
queries was {3, 6, 5, 4, 2} and the average vertex set size of
1-hop neighbors was {5, 9, 13, 8, 7}. Since for these queries
the result graph Gδ(Vδ, Eδ) is very small as compared to the
size of base graph G the graph G′ = G \Gδ is almost equal
to the base graph. Therefore, the redaction time remains
almost the same for different queries on a particular graph
dataset. The results in Fig. 11 show that the verification
time for both type of queries was in the range of 10-50
milliseconds. Moreover, these results also conform to our
results in Figs. 9 and 10 for subgraph queries - e.g., in
Fig. 10, the verification time is less than 1 sec for Gδ of
very small size for all datasets. Note: The degree query is a
special case of 1-hop neighborhood query.

6.3.3 Comparison of rgHMAC with digital signatures

Figs. 12(a)-(c) show the comparison results for the proposed
HMAC-based scheme with the signature-based scheme [18]
in terms of time associated with computation, redaction
(query result R and verification object VO generation),
and query result integrity verification. Notice, as compared
to digital signature-based scheme, HMAC-based scheme
reduces the execution time for redaction (Fig. 12(b)) by 75%
and for integrity verification (Fig. 12(c)) by 66%. Similarly,
the HMAC-based scheme is at least an order of magni-
tude faster in terms of execution time for tag computation
(Fig. 12(a)) as compared to digital signature-based scheme.

The reason is that signature-based schemes use com-
putationally expensive modular exponentiation, which is a
dominant cost factor in signing, redaction, and verification
stages. In addition, they employ the notions of secure names
[18] for nodes to verify the order between the sibling nodes
during the integrity computation process.

6.4 Possible Performance Improvement

There are a few research directions that can be pursued to
develop sub-linear time algorithms for computing graph
data integrity. One option is a graph clustering-based ap-
proach. Usually the graph clustering is carried out by in-
corporating some graphical parameters as part of clustering
criteria, e.g., how to cluster low-density and high-density
subgraphs. Then, we can run the DFS algorithm at a higher
level with traversal complexity O(|V| + |E|). However, the
main challenge is to produce a summary that minimizes the
reconstruction error w.r.t. the original graph [31]. Secondly,
such a quality guarantee-based summarization scheme may
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Fig. 12: Performance comparison between the proposed rgHMAC scheme and the digital signature scheme for graphs [18].

also result in partial integrity verification for the original
graph.

7 RELATED WORK

The problem of integrity verification of graph data and
graph query result(s) is a requirement that has been fueled
by the growing applications of graph datasets in a wide
range of applications. However, integrity verification of
graph data and graph query results using HMACs has been
studied for the first time in this paper.

Previous approaches [18]–[21] have proposed digital
signature-based schemes for graph data integrity verifi-
cation. Digital signatures support not only integrity of
data, but also security properties like authentication of
data source and non-repudiation [25]. However, in many
practical contexts, data protection requirements include only
integrity verification of data as the other properties of digital
signatures incur additional costs. To that end, MACs have
been developed for integrity verification as they have been
shown to be faster than RSA digital signatures [25]. Such
cryptographic techniques employ hash functions and keys
to ensure that only authorized users are allowed to modify
the data. Merkle hash trees (MHT) is one of the most widely
used techniques [32] for integrity assurance of DAGs [33]
and for query result verification [4]. In [34], the authors
define the formal security model of hashing schemes for
graphs, and propose the first constructions for general
graphs (trees, DAGs, and graphs with cycles). The schemes
use pre- and post-order numbers of vertices to convert a
cyclic graph into a two-level MHT (called efficient-tree) and
have linear time complexity in the number of nodes and
vertices of graphs.

In [19], the authors propose an integrity assurance tech-
nique referred to as structural signature scheme for trees
in order to compute signatures of redactable subtrees. The
scheme is based on the structure of the tree as defined by
tree traversals (pre-order, post-order, in-order) and is de-
fined using a randomized notion of such traversal numbers.
With respect to MHT, it incurs a comparable cost for signing
the trees and incurs a lower cost for user-side integrity
verification. However, (1) a formal security model for the
proposed scheme is not given, and (2) it is quite expensive
in terms of the number of signatures computed, which
are linear in the size of the tree/graph. Brzuska et al. [20]
propose a formal model for the notion of structural signatures

for trees and give a construction for the authentication
of subtrees, which is linear in the number of nodes and
quadratic in the number of siblings per node. In [21], the
authors propose two schemes to authenticate DAGs and
directed cyclic graphs without leaking sensitive information
during the authentication process. The schemes are based
on the structure of the graph as defined by DFS traver-
sals and aggregate signatures (Computational Diffie-Hellman
problem [22]). The number of authentication units received
by the client to perform verification has O(1) complexity.
In [18], the authors propose a formal security model for
leakage-free redactable signatures (LFRS) for graphs. They de-
fine the notion of secure names, which facilitate verification of
ordering between sibling nodes. The proposed construction
has linear time complexity and outputs only one signature
(optimal) that is used for authentication purposes.

Fan et al. [4] present a framework for authentication
of subgraph query in outsourced graph databases. They
propose an index Interaction-aware Feature-subgraph Tree
(IFTree) to minimize I/O cost of the popular filtering-
and-verification framework for subgraph query processing.
They further proposed MIFTree by extending IFTree to
authenticate subgraph queries.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed two efficient integrity
verification schemes – the first HMAC-based schemes for
graphs and query results for graphs. The schemes exploit
the security properties of XOR (⊕) operator (especially
when applied with a key (k, r), one-way hash functions, and
depth-first traversal of graphs) in an efficient yet provable
manner. The schemes rely on the local/global integrity
verifiers of vertices and edges. The proposed schemes can
prove to satisfy the security requirement in terms of struc-
tural/attribute modification to the graphs and redacted
graphs. Our schemes are linear in the number of vertices
and edges in the graphs, i.e., they have optimal complexity.
We compute one HMAC value for gHMAC scheme and two
other verification objects for redaction for rgHMAC scheme
that are shared with the verifier. Therefore, our scheme is
efficient both in processing time and in the transmission
of result sets R and VO to the user. Our experimental
results corroborate that HMAC-based schemes are efficient
as compared to digital signature-based schmes for same size
graphs. In future, we plan to make our code open-source,
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apply these schemes for integrity of health-care graph data,
and develop parallelized versions of these algorithms.
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